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Sterilization Equipment
Introduction
Quality, Reliability, and Value are the mainstays of our business.
LTE sterilizers, data acquisition/logging systems and ancillary
products are at the leading edge of today’s technology and are
widely regarded as being some of the most dependable
systems available.
LTE Scientific is recognised as an innovative and fast-growing
manufacturer of autoclaves. Our Service Centre has also
developed into one of the country’s leading and most complete
providers of sterilizer service, validation and test.
LTE Scientific Ltd is a long established company, whose widely
recognised product ranges include laboratory autoclaves, ovens,
incubators and environmental rooms.
This brochure will give you a detailed insight into our
Touchclave Systems range; such as the applications we specialise
in, as well as the overall service we can provide.

Left: 36 cu.ft. porous load sterilizer with
loading and carriage trolley system
Bottom left: Typical stainless steel
pipe-work section
Bottom right: Typical brazed copper
pipe-work section
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Principle Features of LTE Sterilizers
A unique range of features are found on all our sterilizers.
Everything you see below is included as standard on every
Touchclave System sterilizer unless stated otherwise.
At LTE, we firmly believe that our customers deserve the
best as standard. Please compare what we have to offer.

The Door
The door is manufactured from the same material as the
chamber and glides on linear bearings within heavy steel
guides. The door is pneumatically actuated and
incorporates a leading edge safety flap so that, if an
obstruction is encountered during door closure, the door
instantly reverses. In a double door configuration the
doors are interlocked, so that only one door can be
opened at any time. Air pass-through is avoided by the
use of independent door sealing.

Choice of Door Sealing
Floating Door Seal - Our floating "O" ring-type
mechanism uses an external pressure source (steam or
compressed air) to push the seal onto the door and vacuum
to retract the seal away from the door. Replaceable without
the need for special tools, this sealing system ensures
efficient reliable sealing and fast, economical seal changing.
Clamping Door Seal - LTE offers a unique method of
clamping the seal to ensure high-security door sealing over
long periods and avoids service interruptions. The clamping
system is based on a fully adjustable chamfered guide
principle, providing the ultimate in reliable door sealing
integrity.

Pass-Through Systems
Pass-through sterilizers are specified where product work-flow
needs to be controlled for QA purposes or where the sterilizer
spans between clean and dirty/contaminated areas.
For cat. 3 applications, the pass-through sterilizer will
normally be fitted with an SPF barrier. This physical barrier
prevents air passage from one side of the autoclave to the
other. All pass-through sterilizers can be used as single entry
machines if required. Control systems are provided to one
side only, although dual screens can be fitted as an option.

Loading Equipment
Where required, LTE provides various forms of loading
equipment. The standard configuration utilises a stainless
steel loading trolley for in-chamber load carrying and a
carriage trolley for safe external manoeuvring. The trolley
can be fabricated from either stainless steel, or epoxy coated
mild steel and comes supplied with swivel/lockable castors
with a fully integrated internal/external rail system.
Motorised systems with rise and fall loading trolleys (which
will allow one loading trolley to be used for a suite of
sterilizers with differing loading heights) can also be
provided if required.

Features
•

Capacities from 300 to 10,000 litres
(10 – 350 cu.ft) - see page 8

•
•

Wide range of applications - see pages 6/7

•

Full compliance with BS3970 and
BS2646

•
•

Porous load sterilizers meet ISO13485

•

CE accreditation under Annex V of the
Medical Devices Directive

•

All chambers are manufactured from high
grade 316L stainless steel

•

All chambers are available with polished
interiors (RA µm 0.6)

•
•
•
•

All chambers are fully jacketed

•

Choice of clamping or floating door
sealing methods - see adjacent

•

Choice of horizontal or vertical
sliding doors

•

A leading edge safety flap on the doors
- see adjacent

•

Emergency stop button for manual shut
down of system including door
movement - the door stops immediately
and holds its present position

•

All LTE sterilizers are equipped with our
advanced Touchclave touchscreen control
system - see pages 4-5

•
•
•
•

Internal data archiving - see page 5

Pressure vessels compliant with and
independently tested to meet European
and international safety standards

NHS sterilizers meet fully the
requirements of HTM2010

Delayed start function
Water conservation option
Full choice of loading equipment and
chamber furniture

Integral thermal or ribbon printer included
Chart recorder for HTM2010 applications
Nationwide service back-up, including
routine maintenance, testing, upgrades
etc. - see page 11

Tel: +44 (0) 1457 876221
Fax: +44 (0) 1457 870131
email: info@lte-scientific.com
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Touchclave Control System
Ultimate Control and Flexibility at the Heart of Every LTE Sterilizer
All LTE sterilizers incorporate our versatile and easy-to-use Touchclave control
system. Our standard system displays all information (cycle data, program data,
alarms etc.) and accepts commands via the latest in touchscreen technology.
Behind the touchscreen lies a state-of-the-art PLC system. This system will be
configured at LTE to suit your cycle requirements. It is also designed so that
cycle parameters may be edited and recorded on site by anyone with the
necessary access code.
Once the programs are stored in the memory, starting the cycle could not be
easier. A cycle menu will be brought up on screen and you simply select the cycle
required. For those who need their cycles to be traceable, there is a facility to
enter operator ID and batch information at this stage. There is also a facility to
program a delayed cycle start, which is particularly useful to maximise the
sterilizer’s throughput. Once the cycle has started, information is constantly
displayed on the touchscreen. Every stage of the cycle carries a different
information screen.
A fully integrated printer is included which prints out all relevant information
during the cycle including customer details, sterilizer details, batch/operator
details, temperature and pressure data throughout the cycle, air detector readings
at every stage of the cycle (where applicable), and end status (pass/fail).

“Cycle Select” screen

Delayed start function

On completing a successful cycle, the screen will show the "Cycle Passed"
display. If however a fault occurs during the cycle, "Cycle Failed” will be
displayed on the screen, with details of the fault conditions on a separate screen
which can be accessed, but only acknowledged by those with a supervisor access
code. All fault conditions will also be printed.
Total flexibility is the key with all Touchclave control systems. When in
‘engineers mode’, cycle parameters can be altered, cycle stages can be jumped and
the cycle can be aborted at any time during the cycle.
Touchclave control systems incorporate a self diagnostic system, which will
highlight any abnormality in the cycle. This type of information can be useful in
determining whether there is a fault in the system. As an option, a modem can be
fitted to the control system which will allow our technical team to view real-time
cycle data, enabling us to advise on operational issues without visiting the site, thus
minimising possible down-time.

Page 1 of alarm screen

Typical paperless chart recorder screen
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Data Archiving
The long-term storage of thermionic records for sterilization operations is an area of growing importance to
both operators and administrators. Our Touchclave System is fitted with an internal data storage facility as
standard. This allows up to 5000 cycles to be stored on a single internal flash-card. As an option, all our
systems can be fitted with a remote cycle data archiving facility. This option allows all cycles, their data and any
fault or alarm conditions occurring during autoclaving to be downloaded onto a PC and permanently recorded.
Main features of Touchclave data archiving are:
As Standard
• Cycle data and status are stored within the PLC Controller. Depending on the configuration, up to 5000
cycles may be recorded here. The internal storage medium is easily replaced either periodically, or when full.
• The recorded cycle data and status includes ‘checksum’ data to facilitate data validation.
• A new cycle cannot be started until the data from the previous cycle has been recorded.
As an Option
• Cycle data may be downloaded to a remote personal computer, translated and formatted into HTML files
and either printed or permanently archived.
• During each transfer, the integral Touchclave ‘checksum’ is verified, ensuring that the original data has not
been corrupted or modified.
• The transfer of data stored with the Touchclave System is automatically started whenever the associated
personal computer application is launched. The PC doesn’t have to be on-line during autoclaving for all
data to be collected. This assures the highest standards of reliability for Touchclave data archiving.
• Once sterilizing data is stored on the PC, it may be browsed by date and summary information for cycle
data displayed. This data can be a powerful management tool for reviewing autoclave work-load and
working practice.

Tel: +44 (0) 1457 876221
Fax: +44 (0) 1457 870131
email: info@lte-scientific.com
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Applications
LTE Touchclave System sterilizers are built and configured to suit a wide variety of applications. All models are available
with a choice of either copper or 316L grade stainless steel pipework. Stainless steel pipework is becoming more common in
many sterilizer applications, especially where clean/pure steam is used. All our stainless steel pipework systems are
crevice-free. Below, we detail some of the individual characteristics for each type of application / specific LTE sterilizer.
Porous Load
Fully compliant with ISO13485 and with CE accreditation under Annex V of the Medical Devices Directive. LTE porous load
sterilizers are designed with ease of use and efficiency in mind.
Porous load sterilizers from LTE feature a two-stage air removal phase, consisting of sub-atmospheric steam flushing and positive
pulsing prior to sterilization. The cycle finishes with a deep drying vacuum phase for efficient and complete load drying.
A unique feature of the LTE system is its air detector, which not only verifies satisfactory air removal, but also monitors conditions
within the chamber during the sterilizing stage to ensure that any air leaks or non-condensable gases carried over with the steam
supply are immediately detected.
3
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36 cu.ft porous load sterilizer

Laboratory
Our multi-purpose laboratory range offers unrivalled flexibility in the field of larger capacity
laboratory sterilization systems. Available from 300 litres (10cu.ft.) to 10,000 litres (350 cu.ft.),
LTE autoclaves can be designed to meet your particular requirements.
Options that can be built into your system include:
• Vacuum

•
•
•
•

Air Ballast
Effluent Retention (Category 3 containment)
High Security (Category 4 containment - see below)
Cabinet or Built-in

Typical brazed copper
pipe-work section

Whilst 5 cycles are programmed into each sterilizer as standard, up to 20 cycles
can be programmed into the control system
High Security
There are certain applications where operator protection is paramount and where a fail-safe system is
required to prevent the risk of contaminated leakage into the atmosphere.
LTE are specialists in the manufacture of sterilizers for high containment situations, where it is
necessary to process materials contaminated with dangerous pathogens up to ACDP
containment level 4. Specific features of this type of autoclave are:

•
•
•
•
•

Fail-safe design, including the "doubling-up" of many components
Double door seals with integrated steam tracing
High security retentive drainage system including steam barriers
High efficiency aerosol filtration
Hygienic stainless steel pipework, diaphragm valves and environmental barriers

11 cu.ft. porous load sterilizer
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Pharmaceutical and cGMP
Where LTE sterilizers are being manufactured for
pharmaceutical applications, they are designed and
constructed to meet current Good Manufacturing
Practice requirements (cGMP).
Touchclave control system software has been
independently audited for FDA purposes. LTE also
provides a specialist validation and documentation
service, which includes the generation of User
Requirement Specifications (URS) in order to
formally document the performance requirements.
Sterilizer-specific IQ, OQ and PQ documentation
can be produced to suit client requirements. LTE
personnel execute the above protocol and will
produce comprehensive summary reports on
completion of the activity.
All LTE sterilizers used for cGMP applications would
be provided with crevice-free 316L grade stainless steel
pipework as standard. Additionally, all pipework can
be passivated to prevent the risks of contamination.
Typical stainless steel pipework section

Large Capacity
There are many applications where large trolleys or racks need to be wheeled directly into the autoclave and
sterilized in their entirety. In many instances, such sterilizers can be pit-mounted.
LTE manufacture steam sterilizers up to 10,000 litres (350 cu.ft.), as either single-entry or pass-through
configurations to suit any requirement.
A useful feature of the pit-mounted autoclave is the automatic drawbridge design. Unlike many systems
where the operator has to manually lower and raise the drawbridge, the LTE system automatically lowers the
bridge once the door has opened, and raises it when the "door close" icon is pressed.

Suite of 36 cu.ft porous load sterilizers with
loading and carriage trolley system
Tel: +44 (0) 1457 876221
Fax: +44 (0) 1457 870131
email: info@lte-scientific.com
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Sterilizer Capacities and Dimensions
We provide a wide range of standard chamber sizes as detailed below. In addition to those sizes mentioned, we can custom design
and build sterilizers to your specific requirements and have the capability to provide sterilizers up to 10,000 litres (350 cu.ft)

Technical and Ordering Information
Installation
Model

Capacity

Single Entry (S/E)

Door Closure

Chamber

Overall Dimensions

Approx.

Litres / Cu.Ft.

Pass Through (P/T)

H x W x D (mm)

H x W x D (mm)

Weight (Kg)

SCF 10

326 / 11

S/E

HORIZONTAL

1762 x 1880 x 1690

800

UCF10

326 / 11

S/E

VERTICAL

1800 x 1290 x 1626

800

2SCF10

326 / 11

P/T

HORIZONTAL

1762 x 1880 x 1280

800

2UCF10

326 / 11

P/T

VERTICAL

1800 x 1290 x 1152

800

SCF15

435 / 15

S/E

HORIZONTAL

1762 x 1880 x 1940

875

UCF15

435 / 15

S/E

VERTICAL

1800 x 1290 x 1850

875

2SCF15

435 / 15

P/T

HORIZONTAL

1762 x 1880 x 1530

875

2UCF15

435 / 15

P/T

VERTICAL

UCF20

566 /20

S/E

VERTICAL

SCF21

636 / 21

S/E

HORIZONTAL

2SCF21

636 / 21

P/T

HORIZONTAL

1762 x 1880 x 1780

950

SCF28

796 / 28

S/E

HORIZONTAL

1762 x 1880 x 2390

1250

2SCF28

796 / 28

P/T

HORIZONTAL

1762 x 1880 x 1980

1250

SCF36

1052 / 36

S/E

HORIZONTAL

1762 x 1880 x 2390

1500

2SCF36

1052 / 36

P/T

HORIZONTAL

1762 x 1880 x 1980

1500

660 x 660 x 750

660 x 660 x 1000

660 x 660 x 1250
965 x 660 x 1000

965 x 660 x 1250

1100 x 660 x 1450

1800 x 1290 x 1402

875

1800 x 1250 x 2130

950

1762 x 1880 x 2190

950

Note: In addition to the product dimensions listed above, LTE Scientific is also able to supply autoclaves to your precise requirements.

All models: Steam
Generator or
Direct Steam
Power: 3 Phase 380440 volts, 50 or 60Hz
(Current will depend on
individual specifications)
Water: A cold water
supply of 2 to 6 bar
is required
Compressed Air: If you
do not have available
on-line compressed air,
then an air compressor
option can be specified
at time of order.
Drainage: Free venting,
drain (54 mm dia.)

Options and Accessories
Cat No. Description

SH2

Extra Shelves (Aluminium) up to 28-36 cu.ft

Standard Powder Coated carriage Trolley (each)

POL

Polished Chambers to RA value of 0.6µm

CT1

10-21 cu.ft

CT2

28-36 cu.ft

Standard 2-Shelf Loading Trolley (each)

(price is per cu.ft)
CD

Clamping Door Mechanism

MOD

Modem Link

LT1

10-21 cu.ft

RDA

Remote Data Archiving (exc. PC)

LT2

28-26 cu.ft

2CR

Z-Fold 2-Pen Chart Recorder (eurotherm)

"Glide - n - Load" Powder Coated Carriage Trolley

3CR

Z-Fold 3-Pen Chart Recorder (eurotherm)

(each)

PCR

Paperless Chart Recorder (eurotherm)

PCR1

Upgrade from 2-pen Recorder to Paperless

GLCT1

10-21 cu.ft

GLCT2

28-36 cu.ft

"Glide - n - Load" Shelf Loading Pallet (each)

Chart Recorder
BCO

Barcode Option (inc. 1 x barcode reader)

GLLP1

10-21 cu.ft

BCR

Additional Barcode Readers

GLLP2

28-36 cu.ft

DTC

Dual Touch Screens To Allow Full Control Of Pass

GLCS

"Glide - n - Load" Chamber Set

Other Options

Through Models
1PI

Steam Inlet Pipework Insulation 10-15 cu.ft

DB

Discard Box (250x305x305mm HWD)

2PI

Steam Inlet Pipework Insulation 21-28 cu.ft

SH1

Extra Shelves (Aluminium) up to 21 cu.ft

3PI

Steam Inlet Pipework Insulation 36 cu.ft

For information relating to Service Contracts, Installation, Commissioning and Validation, please contact our
Service Department on +44 (0) 1457 876221 or email service@lte-scientific.com
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Options and Accessories Continued
CU

Condensate Unit

WCON

Water Conservation Unit

RG

Rear Gauge Repeater Set For

MBS

Manual Blow-down Separator

Multi-Purpose Autoclave

ABS

Automatic Blow-down Separator

Air Compressor (For Porous Load Side

SPF

SPF Flange

AC1

AC2

Air Compressor (For All Other Applications
& Multiple Machine Installations)

Closing Door Models)

Clean Steam and Pure Steam
Generators
Reverse osmosis (RO) water is constantly pumped through the generator and heat exchanger system at
the predetermined level. At the same time supply steam enters the opposite side of the heat exchanger
where it yields its latent heat to the RO water through the wall of the heat exchanger. As a result, the
RO water is converted into steam which in turn is forced from the heat exchanger into the steam
generator. Clean / Pure steam rises up through the steam generator and out into the steam header as
clean steam.
Water Treatment Systems
Clean Steam Generators – LTE provides a compact
steam-to-steam range which will provide 50 to
580kg/hr of clean steam. These units are
pre-assembled prior to delivery thus ensuring short
installation and test times.
All wetted parts are manufactured from 316 grade
stainless steel which reduces the risk of
contamination to the steam supply and provides
excellent corrosion resistance from treated water.
These units come complete with an 85ºC pre-heat
tank which removes soluble gases from the feedwater
prior to entering the boiler.
A blow-down system is also provided within the
frame of the unit.
Independent controls are situated on the front of the
cabinet ensuring that clean steam is provided at the
correct pressure and flow-rate at all times. These
controls can be linked into a BMS or other remote
control system if required.
Pure Steam Generators – LTE can also provide pure
steam generators to suit your particular requirements.
As these are more likely to be bespoke products,
please contact our sales office for further details.
Water Treatment – LTE can provide a number of
water treatment solutions to suit your requirements.
These include:
Water Softeners, Water Filters, RO Water systems,
including Cold Water Loop and Duplex systems.
Contact our sales office for further details.

Steam-to-Clean Steam Generator (Picture courtesy of Spirax Sarco)
Tel: +44 (0) 1457 876221
Fax: +44 (0) 1457 870131
email: info@lte-scientific.com
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Washer/Disinfector Data Logging
The efficiency and traceability of the washing process is as
important as the sterilization process. Many new regulations
such as HTM2030 reflect such concerns, particularly those
associated with CJD.

The system can be incorporated with the LTE standard data
archiving package. This enables you to have one single interface
to the data archiving/logging of both the washer and your LTE
Touchclave sterilizer.

Where existing washer/disinfectors are not able to fully meet the
demands of the new regulations, independent data logging has
become necessary for the equipment to meet such regulations.

The system incorporates a control box that is located near to the
washer/disinfector. The box has no controls, but gives visual
indication that the system is running, monitoring and
connected to the other parts of the system.

LTE has developed a data logging system specifically designed
for washer/disinfectors. This allows you to monitor the
behaviour of the washer/disinfector in areas such as:

• Washer head pressure
• Water temperature
• pH of the water
• Purity of the RO water that feeds it.
All this is monitored on a second by second basis throughout
the cycle. With this information you can confirm that:

• Each cycle went through a validated process
• All detergents went in at the allotted times
• There were no blockages
• The water reached the correct temperatures.

Included in our package is a remote PC which will browse,
display and print cycle traces.
If our customer’s internal procedures dictate that
washer/disinfector cycles must be logged at all times, our system
can be configured so that power is denied to the
washer/disinfector in the event that the PC fails for any reason,
or is switched off, or if the communication cable is cut. This
useful option eliminates the risk of un-logged cycles.
The LTE data-logger has been designed to provide total
traceability over a wide range of variable parameters and our
technical department would be only too pleased to discuss your
individual requirements.
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Service Centre
The purchase of an autoclave is a major investment and it is essential that proper care is taken of your
equipment in order to maximise the machine’s reliability, service life and cycle efficiency. The selection
of your service provider is therefore an extremely important decision.
LTE employs a large and experienced team of service technicians. Each technician is fully trained and
equipped to service and maintain all types of autoclaves and washer/disinfectors. A number of our service
technicians are also qualified ‘Test Persons’, as defined by HTM 2010.
Our Service Centre is able to provide a wide range of autoclave services to all makes/types of autoclaves and
washer/disinfectors, including:
• Routine maintenance
• Quick response to breakdowns
• Priority response for contract customers
• Fault finding and diagnosis
• Periodic testing in accordance with the
requirements of HTM 2010 Part 3
• Steam quality testing
(HTM 2010 and 2031)

• Commissioning and validation
(non UKAS and UKAS)
• Washer disinfector
(servicing, validation and testing to HTM 2030)
• Spare parts (comprehensive spares inventory
for all types of autoclave)
• Upgrades (new control systems etc.)
• Insurance inspections on request

• Calibration services (non UKAS and UKAS)
Our engineers carry the latest test equipment, all calibrated to National Physics Laboratory Standards. All LTE
testing is fully documented in an easy to interpret format that remains with the customer for their records.
As a company whose reputation is built on past success, LTE prides itself on customer care. This is achieved
through the dedication of our Service Centre team who ensure our customers needs are fully satisfied.

LTE Scientific Ltd
LTE scientific has been established since 1947 and is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of
laboratory and process equipment.
In addition, LTE Scientific manufactures a wide range of steam sterilizers which are ideally suited to
small/medium scale laboratory and process applications. Together, LTE has one of the largest and most
diverse ranges of steam sterilizers available in the market.
LTE laboratory sterilizers range in size from 30 to 380 litres and are available with a choice of rectangular and
cylindrical chambers. A separate brochure on the LTE range can be requested by calling our sales office on
01457 876221.
Other LTE products include:
• Ovens and Incubators
A wide range of products are available ranging in size from 30 to 1000 litres. Each size has a choice of
control system and circulation method.
• Cooled Incubators
With a choice of 5 sizes from 60 to 500 litres, our Qualicool range will operate accurately between 2 and 500C
• Freeze-dryers:
The 4-model LTE Lyotrap range is suited to laboratory and pilot-scale applications. Ice capacities range
from 3 to 18 kg.
• Environmental Rooms:
Custom built to meet our customer’s particular requirements. These rooms are ideal for stability testing to
current ICH guidelines and large-scale incubation.
The above is just a selection of what we can offer. For our complete literature or more information, please
call our sales office on 01457 876221 or access our website: www.lte-scientific.com
Tel: +44 (0) 1457 876221
Fax: +44 (0) 1457 870131
email: info@lte-scientific.com

Other Products and Services
from LTE Scientific
LTE Benchtop and Cylindrical Chamber Autoclaves
• 30 to 380 litres capacity
LTE Touchclave Laboratory Square Chamber Autoclaves
• Autoclaves from 150 to 300 litres capacity
LTE Thermal Products
• Ovens and incubators from 30 to 1,000 litres
• Cooled incubators
• Freeze-dryers (3-18kg ice capacity)
• Environmentally controlled rooms
• Drying cabinets
• Safety storage cabinets.
LTE Service Centre – UKAS Accredited
• Service
• Maintenance
• Calibration/validation/load testing
• Installation/commissioning
• Sterilizer testing to HTM2010/HTM2031
• Washer-disinfector testing to HTM2030
• Sterilizer upgrades
• Spares
• Training
Please call our sales office or visit our website for
more information.
All dimensions and weights are approximate.
As a progressive company, we continually strive to
improve our products and reserve the right to make
changes without prior notice. E&OE

FM23948

0617

LTE Scientific Ltd.
Greenbridge Lane, Greenfield
Oldham, OL3 7EN, United Kingdom.
Tel: +44 (0) 1457 876221• Fax: +44 (0) 1457 870131
Email: info@lte-scientific.com • Website: www.lte-scientific.com

